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Who we are

We are Italian souls on a mission: make charging effort-
less and pleasant by combining wireless charging with 
great designs and unique materials. We explore the wor-
ld of design and materials to give you the best Italian 
craftsmanship for well-built and durable products. We fill 
the gap between purposeless design and everyday use 
technology.
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Woodie Hub

Charge 5 devices in 1

The Woodie Wireless Hub combines a wireless charging 
pad with 2 universal AC sockets, 2 USB ports and made in 
Italy premium materials. You can finally charge 5 devices 
in one without compromising on style. The wireless hub, 
with its premium wood, marble and aluminum frames 
will fit any ambient.

Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfBslT9YqsI
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Features

Enjoy all the ease of charging your smartphone without cables just by placing it on the Woodie 
Wireless Hub. A simple gesture that will change your charging experience, forever.

Qi Wireless Compatible

Universal AC Sockets

Forget about ugly plastic adapters, with the Woodie Wireless Hub you can connect any plug 
from all over the world. You can now buy a new Mac from the US and use it in Italy without wor-
rying about finding the right adapter.

USB Ports

Charge several devices at once. Thanks to its smart IC technology, the Woodie Hub ensures safe, 
high-speed charging up to 3.2A. Charge all your devices with ease and style. 

Premium Materials

By combining beautiful Italian design and premium luxury materials, we take wireless charging 
to a whole new level.
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Woodie Hub / Collection

Dark Rise

Aluminum Hub

Model: WHADR
Material: Anodized 
Aluminum

Wood Master

Wooden Hub

Model: WHWWM
Material: Walnut

Italian Classic

Marble Hub

Model: WHMIC
Material: Carrara

Marble Hub

Gitan Soul

Material: Guatemala
Model: WHMGS

Wooden Hub

Espresso Pill

Material: Oak
Model: WHWEP

Absolute Grey

Aluminum Hub

Model: WHAAG
Material: Anodized 
Aluminum

Qi Wireless Compatible:
Output: 5V / 1A (5W)
Efficiency: Up to 80%
Qi Wireless Standard(WPC1.1)

Tech Specs

AC Sockets:
Universal socket with grounding
Power rating:  10A / 90-240V
2 Power sockets
Base cord plug: Type B / F / G / I

USB Ports:
Output: 5V / 3.2A (combined)
2 USB ports

Dimensions:
Product: 13.5cm x 13.5cm x 3.5cm
Packaging: 15cm x 15cm x 13cm

Included in packaging:
Woodie Hub with 180cm cable
User manual
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Wireless Power Bank

Your charging backup with style 
and no cables

The Woodie Wireless Power Bank gives you up to 36 hours 
of extra battery while enhancing your style with premium 
wood and carbon fiber looks. With 4 magnets under the 
top of the power bank, your smartphone will anchor and 
keep charging also when it’s in your bag or in your pocket. 
It also integrates a USB port to charge any devices such as 
cameras, headphones and more.

Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMBj-TpFOEc
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Features

Charge your smartphone without cables also on-the-go. Just anchor the power bank to your 
device with the magnetic patch and let it do the job for you.

Qi Wireless Compatible

USB Charging Port

To cover all your charging needs we add a USB port to the wireless power bank that will allow 
you to charge any devices and also re-charge the power bank for another cycle.

Use the magnetic patch included in the packaging to anchor your smartphone with the 
power bank perfectly and safely. Thanks to the 4 magnets hidden under the top surface, the 
wireless power bank ensures solid alignment to the smartphone even when it’s in your pocket 
or in your bag.

Magnetic Alignment

Four LED lights add visual beauty to this portable charger, while letting you know the power 
level so to never be uncovered. Enjoy extra power that is small enough to fit in your pocket and 
light enough to carry without even feeling it.

Up to 36hrs Extra Power
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Magnetic patch

USB Cable

(Included in the 
packaging)

57mm x 57mm x 1mm

(Included in the 
packaging)

60cm Cloth cable

Qi Wireless Compatible:
Output: 5V / 1A
Efficiency: Up to 80%
Capacity: 3700mAh

Anodized Aluminum Body

USB Port:
Output: 5V / 2A 

Dimensions:
Product: 11cm x 6.5cm x 1.1cm
Packaging: 18cm x 10.5cm x 4cm

Included in packaging:
Power bank
60cm Usb cloth cable
Magnetic patch
User manual

Tech Specs

Wireless Power Bank / Collection

See how to attach the magne-
tic patch to the cover to enjoy 
wireless charging on-the-go

Play Video

Grey Shade

Acqua Marina

Model: WPGS

Model: WPAM
Rosewood

Teak

Model: WPP

Model: WPT

Carbon Look 
Black
Model: WPCB

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMBj-TpFOEc
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Solo Wireless Charger

The most beautiful wireless charger 
for your desk

The Solo wireless charger is the simplest and stylish way 
to charge your smartphone wirelessly. A sophisticated 
wireless charger made with an aluminum super thin 
body, premium woods and carbon fiber looks. It will give 
to your desk a completely new look letting you charge 
your smartphone both Android and iOS.

Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3F7ZvCrdn-4
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Features

Charge your smartphone in a flash without cables. The Solo wireless charger was designed to 
match the higher standards in wireless charging technology and is faster than other chargers 
in the market.

Qi Wireless Compatible

Fast Charging

The Solo wireless charger is embedded with top-class electronics that assures maximum effi-
ciency while charging your smartphone. With built-in foreign object detection (FOD) and supe-
rior temperature control, it is optimized for the ultimate user experience.
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Sleek anodized matte black Aluminum case, high-quality top-layers, and a refined Italian design 
make the Solo Wireless Charger a piece of design rather than just a wireless charging device. 
Woodie Solo features a LED light indicating the status of the charging and an extra-long brai-
ded charging cable so that you can position Solo wherever it can maximize its utility.

7mm Super thin
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Grey Shade

RosewoodAcqua Marina

Teak
Model: WSGS

Model: WSPModel: WSAM

Model: WST

Carbon Look 
Black
Model: WSCB

USB Power Cable

(Included in the 
packaging)

160cm Cloth cable

Fast Qi Wireless Compatible:
Output: 5W / 7.5W / 10W
Input: 5V-2A or QC 9V-2A

Anodized Aluminum body

LED function indicator

Dimensions:
Product: 9.4cm dia, 7mm thickness
Packaging: 12cm x 12cm x 3.5cm

Included in packaging:
Solo Wireless charger
160cm Usb cloth cable
User manual

Tech Specs

Solo Wireless Charger / Collection



Security Lock:
White
Material: Ceramic
Model: WCHC
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Woodie Accessories

At Woodie, we believe that you have the ultimate 
charging experience. Hence, we designed the Woo-
die Accessories that elevate your Wireless Charging 
experience, no matter where you are.

For Woodie Hub For iPhones 

Erable

Carbon Black

Rosewood Teak

Carbon Ash

Model: WCE

Model: WCCB

The Woodie Hub can be made safe, avoiding 
unwanted theft, thanks to the elegant ceramic 
cable holders that can be fixed to a wall or to a 
piece of furniture.

The Woodie Wireless iPhone Case blends Made in Italy materials into a contemporary design while 
giving to your iPhone 6, 7 and Plus versions the convenience of wireless charging, thanks to the bu-
ilt-in wireless receiver. The perfect marriage between style and technology.

Model: WCP Model: WCT

Model: WCCA
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Woodie Display

A unique display that fits perfectly in your stores and 
does the job for you! The self-explanatory display 
doesn’t fall out on grabbing attention!

Material: Matte Black PVC with 
Transparent PETG 

Dimensions:
47cm x 42cm x 8cm

Tech Specs
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Woodie Luna

Amazon Alexa meets Wireless 
Charging

Keep me updated

Luna is the first smart lamp that integrates Qi Wireless 
Charging technology with Alexa, the Amazon vocal assi-
stant. It synthesises in a simple, elegant and compact  de-
vice more technologies, avoiding the user to buy 3 sepa-
rate products. It also features a dimmable LED light and  
a USB-C port, making it the perfect complement for any 
space.

https://woodie-milano.com/pages/luna-smart-lamp
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Woodie s.r.l

Galleria del Corso 2 ,20122 - Milano, Italy
info@woodie.it

woodie-milano.com

mailto:info%40woodie.it?subject=
http://woodie-milano.com

